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Abstract Focused laser differential interferometry is

used to quantify the free-stream density perturbations in the

T5 reflected-shock tunnel. The investigation of reflected-

shock tunnel disturbances is motivated by the study of

hypervelocity boundary-layer instability and transition.

Past work on hypersonic wind-tunnel noise is briefly

reviewed. New results are reported for hypervelocity air

flows at reservoir enthalpies between 5 and 18 MJ/kg at

Mach & 5.5. Statistical analysis finds no correlation of

RMS density perturbations with tunnel run parameters

(reservoir pressure, reservoir mass-specific enthalpy, free-

stream unit Reynolds number, free-stream Mach number,

and shot number). Spectrograms show that the free-stream

disturbance level is constant throughout the test time.

Power spectral density estimates of each of the experiments

are found to collapse upon each other when the streamwise

disturbance convection velocity is used to eliminate the

time scale. Furthermore, the disturbance level depends

strongly on wavelength. If the disturbance wavelength

range of interest is between 700 lm and 10 mm, the tunnel

noise is measured to be less than 0.5 % with the focused

laser differential interferometer.

1 Introduction

Boundary-layer receptivity is an important component of

the boundary-layer instability and transition problem. This

makes the characterization of the noise environment in the

free-stream of any wind tunnel a key aspect of studying

transition in ground test (Morkovin 1969; Reshotko 1976;

Saric et al. 2002; Fedorov 2003, 2011; Balakumar and

Kegerise 2010). Extensive reviews of the effect of tunnel

noise on high-speed boundary-layer transition have been

made by Schneider (2001, 2004).

The free-stream disturbances in a supersonic wind tun-

nel include acoustic waves, entropy inhomogeneity, and

vortical perturbations, in addition to microscale and mac-

roscale particulates (Bushnell 1990). The major sources of

these disturbances within the test region of a reflected-

shock tunnel, as shown in Fig. 1, are identified as the tur-

bulent boundary layer on the nozzle wall, and the entropy

fluctuations being advected from the reservoir of the

facility (Schneider 2001).

Researchers have found some correlation of the tunnel-

noise environment to the boundary-layer transition location

(Pate and Schueler 1969; Pate 1971a, b, 1974, 1980;

Wagner et al. 1970; Stainback and Wagner 1972; Owen

et al. 1975). The study of tunnel noise effects on boundary-

layer instability has led to the development of hypersonic

wind tunnels with low disturbance levels (Blanchard et al.

1996; Schneider 2008; Hofferth et al. 2013). This is

achieved by reducing the entropy inhomogeneity and
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ensuring that the nozzle-wall boundary layer is laminar.

Hypersonic instability and transition work has been suc-

cessful in these low-disturbance wind tunnels; however,

they are not able to produce hypervelocity flows ([2.5 km/

s) where fluid-dynamic/thermo-chemical interactions can

exist. It is therefore essential to characterize the noise of

the test facility in a study of hypervelocity boundary-layer

instability.

Pitot pressure measurement is often used to quantify the

perturbations in the test gas of high-speed wind tunnels

(Bounitch et al. 2011; Rufer and Berridge 2012). Pitot

pressure measurements of the noise in a reflected-shock

tunnel are difficult because (1) the bandwidth of commer-

cially available piezoelectric pressure transducers is too

low (\1 MHz) to cover the frequency band of importance

for slender-body hypervelocity boundary-layer instability

study in a high-enthalpy reflected-shock tunnel (10 kHz–

10 MHz); (2) the pressure transducers must be flush

mounted to avoid resonances in any sort of protective

cavity (McGilvray et al. 2009). Flush mounting the trans-

ducer causes excessive thermal loading and puts it at risk

for particulate impact after the passage of the test gas; and

(3) it is uncertain that flush mounted pressure transducers

in a Pitot probe configuration produce a faithful represen-

tation of the noise level in a supersonic or hypersonic free-

stream. The interaction of free-stream fluctuations with the

bow-shock wave that forms in front of the transducer may

thwart the goal of resolving a wide range of disturbance

length scales (Maheash et al. 1995). This interaction is

known to be a function of the obliqueness (Moore 1954)

and the strength (Lee et al. 1997) of the shock wave. The

complexity of the subsonic flow field behind the bow-shock

wave may further obscure the fidelity of free-stream dis-

turbance measurement, especially in the frequency domain.

Fujii et al. (2013) discuss the oscillation of bow-shock

waves at high speeds, and find ‘‘that the bow-shock oscil-

lation causes pressure fluctuation in the stagnation region

whose magnitude and frequency characteristics strongly

depend on the shock stand-off distance’’.

Hot-wire anemometry (HWA) has also been used to

quantify the disturbances in supersonic and hypersonic

wind tunnels. Laufer (1961, 1964) used HWA to assess the

noise in the JPL 20 inch supersonic wind tunnel. Several

key results of this work were (1) that the pressure field

radiated by a turbulent boundary layer in a supersonic wind

tunnel is consistent with the ‘‘Mach wave radiation model’’

introduced by Phillips (1960) and further developed by

Ffowcs-Williams and Maidanik (1965); (2) ‘‘[t]he non-

dimensional pressure intensity1 (p
02=s2

w) increases with

Mach number’’; and (3) the radiated intensity is markedly

smaller than that measured at the wall, and the spectrum of

the disturbances shifts, so that ‘‘the radiated pressure

spectrum contains significantly less high-wavenumber

components than the pressure spectrum at the wall’’. Work

performed by Stainback and Wagner (1972) note the dif-

ficulty of separating the desired flow variables with the

‘‘quasi-steady’’ approach of HWA data reduction. Smits

et al. (1983) and Smith and Smits (1993) further developed

the HWA technique so that it could be used to measure the

flow variables of interest with different wire-heating

strategies. These techniques were used by Spina and

McGinley (1994) and Weiss et al. (2003) to make suc-

cessful HWA measurements in supersonic and hypersonic

flows. However, the HWA technique cannot be used to

study the free-stream noise environment in a high-enthalpy

reflected-shock tunnel because (1) the HWA is bandwidth

limited (\1 MHz); (2) the total temperature is high in a

Fig. 1 Schematic of reflected-shock tunnel nozzle used in T5 to

create the test gas flow. The dashed line represents the approximate

border of the test region. The major sources of noise in a reflected-

shock tunnel are sound radiation from the turbulent boundary layer on

the nozzle, the free jet turbulent shear layer at the exit of the nozzle,

and fluctuations in entropy, pressure, and vorticity generated by the

shock reflection process used to generate the high-enthalpy reservoir

at the end of the shock tube just upstream of the converging–

diverging nozzle

1 Here, p0 is the pressure fluctuation derived from the HWA signal

and sw is the wall shear stress.
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high-enthalpy reflected-shock tunnel, making the HWA

data reduction strategy of Smits et al. (1983) difficult; and

(3) the flow during the starting process and after the test

time is impulsive and harsh; this would likely compromise

the HWA wires.

Non-intrusive optical methods are an alternative to

direct measurements. One approach described by Marineau

and Hornung (2010) was to track the unsteadiness of the

bow-shock wave in front of a blunt body in the T5 test

section. Using an edge detection algorithm with high-speed

schlieren cinematography, they were able to track bow-

shock motion in the 10 kHz range. This frequency response

is not adequate for applications to slender-body hyperve-

locity boundary-layer instability work, where time scales in

excess of 5 MHz must be resolved. The single point

focused schlieren deflectometry approach described in

Parziale et al. (2011) is capable of very high-frequency

response ([10 MHz), but is not quantitative. Further

refinement, reported in Parziale et al. (2013), resulted in

the development of the focused laser differential interfer-

ometer (FLDI), which is quantitative and enabled the

measurements reported in the present paper.

In the present paper, the FLDI is briefly described,

results from a test campaign to measure the free-stream

density perturbations in the T5 reflected-shock tunnel are

presented, and these results are analyzed.

2 FLDI diagnostic

The FLDI is an appropriate diagnostic for making high-

speed wind-tunnel noise measurements because of its high-

frequency response ([10 MHz), adequate spatial resolution

(700 lm in the streamwise direction, 20 mm in the span-

wise direction), and the ability to repeatedly produce

quantitative measurements of density fluctuation. The

FLDI technique was first described by Smeets (1972) and

Smeets and George (1973) for characterizing turbulent jets

in a desktop experiment. Parziale et al. (2013) and Parziale

(2013) then used the FLDI technique to make measure-

ments of the acoustic instability on a slender body at

hypervelocity conditions.

2.1 Description of FLDI setup

The laser used in this experiment is a Spectra-Physics

Excelsior diode-pumped solid-state continuous-wave laser

(532 nm wavelength, 200 mW power). The high-quality

beam (TEM00) does not require additional beam condition-

ing for use as an interferometer. Following the optical path in

Fig. 2, starting from the laser (L), the beam is turned by a

periscope arrangement for precise directional control. The

beam is expanded by a lens, C1 (10 mm focal length), and

linearly polarized by P1 at 45� to the plane of separation of

the first Wollaston prism, W1 (united crystals). The plane of

separation of W1 is chosen to be parallel to streamlines in the

free-stream of the contoured nozzle exit. The prism splits the

light by a narrow angle (2 arc min) into orthogonally polar-

ized beams. The separation of the beams is fixed at 350 lm

by a lens, C2 (300 mm focal length), while the diameter of

the beams is reduced to small values in the center of the test

section. This arrangement creates two beams with orthogo-

nal polarization that traverse much of the same optical path.

The orthogonally polarized beams do not share the same

optical path within ±10 mm of the focal point (along the

beam direction, centered at A in Fig. 2). In this region, the

beams are calculated to be less than 100 lm in diameter and

traverse separate but very closely spaced volumes; they are

350 lm apart (assuming 1/e2 Gaussian beam propagation,

Siegman 1986). It is primarily within this small focal region

that the diagnostic is sensitive to the difference in optical

path length between the two beams. The Nyquist wavelength

of this setup is 700 lm, double the beam spacing. Beyond the

beam focus, the optical paths are nearly common and an

additional lens, C2 (300 mm focal length), refocuses the

beams. The second Wollaston prism, W2, and polarizer, P2,

recombine and then mix the orthogonally polarized beams,

such that the interference will be registered as irradiance

fluctuations by the photodetector. The response of the pho-

todetector (22.5 V battery biased FDS100 photodiode, ter-

minated at 50 X) is amplified by a gain of 5 (SRS SR445) and

digitized at 100 MHz by a 14-bit Ethernet oscilloscope

(Cleverscope CS328A-XSE).

The probe volume is located at the centerline of the

nozzle (±15 mm) and 110 ± 15 mm from the nozzle exit.

The latter distance is required because of the recoil (typi-

cally \90 mm) of the reflected-shock tunnel (recoil mass:

40 tonnes).

Fig. 2 Annotated schematic of the FLDI. TSL, turbulent shear layer;

L Laser, M mirror, C1, 10 mm focal length lens; C2, 300 mm focal

length lens, P polarizer, W Wollaston prism, B BK7 window, A probe

volume, D photodetector, N nozzle, s1 = 718 mm, s2 = 515 mm,

s3 = 300 mm
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A relation for the change in density (Dq) normalized by

the local density (qL) in terms of the output voltage of the

photodetector (V) and several fixed parameters in the

experiment can be derived by considering the interference

at the detector (D, Fig. 2) of the light from the recombined

beams as

Dq
qL

¼ k0

2pKLqL

sin�1 V

V0

� 1

� �
; ð1Þ

where k0 is the wavelength of the laser, K is the Gladstone–

Dale constant, and L is the integration length. Along the

integration length, 2 extending approximately 10 mm along

the beam path on each side of the focal volume; the beams

probe separate but closely space volumes, and it is assumed

that the FLDI acts as a two-beam interferometer in this

region. The change in density, Dq ¼ qk � q?, is the change

in density between the two beams; qk is the local density at

the laser beam polarized parallel to the streamwise direc-

tion and q\ is the local density at the laser beam polarized

perpendicular to the spanwise direction.

The interferometer is set to the most linear part of a

fringe before each experiment, so there is a p/2 rad phase

shift introduced, and V0 is the voltage at the most linear

part of a fringe. During the experiments, the phase shift,

D/, is less than p/3 rad, so there is no fringe ambiguity.

The error in Dq=qL is estimated by propagating the error

(as in Coleman and Steele (1999)) in each of the inputs in

Eq. 1, assuming the errors in the inputs are independent of

each other. Further details of the instrumentation setup,

characterization, and error analysis can be found in Parzi-

ale et al. (2013) and Parziale (2013).

2.2 Sensitivity to wavelength

The sensitivity of the technique to disturbance wavelength

due to the experimental setup is discussed in this subsec-

tion. The FLDI technique is able to probe only a small

volume in a test gas because the sensitive leg and reference

leg share much of the same optical path, except near the

focus. This provides cancelation of density disturbances

that exist in the flow but are not located in the measurement

region; for example, the turbulent shear layers that the

beams must pass through to optically access the test region.

The optical arrangement of the focal volumes results in an

instrument response that varies with the wavelength of the

density disturbance passing through the focal region.

A sketch of a streamwise slice of the flow field of interest

at the probe volume shows the relative location of the laser

beams and four sine waves intended to be representative of

disturbances in density (Fig. 3). The density disturbances are

assumed to have the form q0 ¼ Re qA expðið2ps=k� xtÞÞð Þ,
with the same amplitude qA, and different wavelengths

k ¼ 0:7; 2; 4; 8 mm. The streamwise distance is s, the fre-

quency is x, and time is t. Referencing Fig. 3, at the Nyquist

wavelength, the response of the FLDI will be at its maxi-

mum, and the change in density registered by the FLDI,

Dq ¼ qk � q?, will be the density disturbance amplitude,

qA; qk is the local density at the laser beam polarized parallel

to the streamwise direction, and q\ is the local density at the

laser beam polarized perpendicular to the spanwise direc-

tion. For wavelengths longer than 700 lm, the observed

spatial change in density ðDq ¼ qk � q?Þwill decrease with

increasing wavelength for a disturbance of the same peak

amplitude. The relationship c(k) between observed response

and actual peak magnitude can be readily derived (Parziale

2013) for sinusoidal disturbances and is

cðkÞ ¼ sin
2plb=2

k

� �
; ð2Þ

where lb is the beam spacing. The coefficient demonstrates

the behavior of reduced response with increasing

wavelength (Fig. 4). In order to use the coefficient of

Eq. 2 to correct the observations obtained from Eq. 1, the

data must be transformed into wavelength–amplitude

space; this is done in this work by transforming the data

into frequency–amplitude space, using a velocity scale to

convert to wavelength, and applying the coefficient as

DqðkÞ
qL

� �
coef

¼ DqðkÞ
qL

� �
=cðkÞ ð3Þ

Fig. 3 Streamwise direction is left to right, spanwise direction is in

and out of the page. The four sine waves shown are representative of

density disturbances of equal amplitude with wavelengths: 0.7, 2, 4,

and 8 mm. The two circles represent the beam polarized in the

streamwise and spanwise direction, denoted by the horizontal and

vertical lines though the circles, respectively

2 The determination of the integration length and its uncertainty are

discussed at length in Parziale (2013).
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where DqðkÞ=qLð Þcoef is the response after the coefficient

has been applied.

The velocity scale to convert the density perturbations

from frequency–amplitude space to wavelength–amplitude

space is the streamwise convection velocity (US) of the

disturbances. We refer to Fig. 6 of Laufer (1964) for the

streamwise convection velocity, which was measured by

HWA cross-correlation; at Mach 5 US = KUX = 0.58 UX,

where K is the disturbance convection velocity factor. So,

the frequency f is converted to wavelength as k = KUX/

f = 0.58 UX/f. Uncertainty in the choice of the disturbance

convection velocity factor will shift the wavelength spec-

trum and change the RMS density perturbations. There will

also be added uncertainty from the application of Eq. 2

from uncertainty in the beam spacing; this is primarily due

to misalignment in the distance s3 and the divergence angle

of the Wollaston prism in Fig. 2. The misalignment is

assumed to be 5 mm in the distance s3, and the error in

divergence angle is assumed to be 3 arc s. Propagating the

error, as in Coleman and Steele (1999), results in an

uncertainty of the beam spacing of 350� 11 lm. The

uncertainty from velocity choice and beam misalignment

has a small effect on the measured RMS density fluctua-

tions and will be discussed quantitatively in Sect. 4.

The measurement technique has a preferred direction

along the free-stream velocity vector because of the optical

arrangement. Inferences on wavelength, such as those

shown in Figs. 4 and 8, are restricted in interpretation as

the projection of the disturbance wavevector, k̂, on the

axial direction, n̂ax, as k ¼ 2p=ðk̂ � n̂axÞ. The fundamental

output of the detector is the difference in density between

the two beams; this is converted to frequency space, which

is unambiguous; however, the projected wavelength is

subject to interpretation. In our simplified model of the

detector response, we have assumed a plane wave moving

in a constant but unknown direction. This is a simplifica-

tion, as the noise spectrum is the result of a superposition

of waves from all acoustic sources in the flow, including

the settling chamber (reservoir) as well as the boundary

layer.

We expect that disturbances originating within the set-

tling chamber may be propagating with wavefronts per-

pendicular to the axial direction, n̂ax. However, it is

observed (Laufer 1964) and is consistent with the theory of

acoustics in supersonic flow (Phillips 1960) that the radi-

ation from the boundary layer is oblique to the flow.

Radiation from a stationary point source in supersonic flow

is within a cone bounded by the Mach lines. Within the

nozzle, the Mach lines vary in angle sin h ¼ 1=M as the

mean flow accelerates so that the wave will be refracted

when traveling from the boundary layer to the measure-

ment position.

The radiation from a turbulent boundary layer is more

complex than a simple stationary source, as the origin is the

spatially distributed and rapidly moving large-scale

motions in the outer portion of the boundary layer. As a

consequence, the radiated acoustic wave front forms an

angle, h, to the free-stream velocity vector. Phillips (1960)

bounds this angle as cos2ðhÞ[ Mð1� KÞð Þ�2
, where K is

the non-dimensional boundary-layer disturbance propaga-

tion velocity, and M is the free-stream Mach number. We

have not attempted to address the inverse problem of how

to relate the measurements, which integrate over all the

disturbances in the flow, to the radiation from the boundary

layer. This is outside the scope of the present paper.

Resolving this issue will require detailed numerical simu-

lation and validation through the further development of

the present technique to sense the direction of disturbance

propagation.

3 Facility, test procedure, and run conditions

All measurements are made in T5, the free-piston-driven

reflected-shock tunnel at the California Institute of Tech-

nology (Fig. 5). It is the fifth in a series of shock tunnels

designed to simulate high-enthalpy real-gas effects on

aerodynamics of vehicles flying at hypervelocity speeds

through the atmosphere. More information regarding the

capabilities of T5 can be found in Hornung (1992).

Fig. 4 Plot of the response coefficient as a function of wavelength

demonstrating the behavior of reduced response with increasing

wavelength. The error bars here represent the error in Eq. 2 due to

the error beam spacing
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An experiment is conducted as follows: a 120 kg alu-

minum piston is loaded into the compression tube/sec-

ondary reservoir junction. A secondary diaphragm (mylar,

127 lm thick) is inserted at the nozzle throat at the end of

the shock tube near the test section and a primary dia-

phragm (stainless steel, 7–10 mm thick) is inserted at the

compression tube/shock tube junction. The test section,

shock tube, and compression tube are evacuated. The shock

tube is filled with the test gas (in the present study, air to

20–150 kPa), the compression tube is filled with a He/Ar

mixture to 45–150 kPa, and the secondary reservoir is fil-

led with air to 2–11 MPa. The air in the secondary reser-

voir is released, driving the piston into the compression

tube. This piston motion adiabatically compresses the dri-

ver gas of the shock tunnel to the rupture pressure of the

primary diaphragm (20–120 MPa). Following the primary

diaphragm rupture, a shock wave propagates in the shock

tube and is reflected off the end wall, breaking the sec-

ondary diaphragm and reprocessing the test gas. The test

gas is then at high temperature (2,000–9,000 K) and

pressure (15–80 MPa) with negligible velocity, and is then

expanded through a converging–diverging contoured noz-

zle to MX & 5.5 in the test section.

Initial shock tube pressure P1, measured primary shock

speed US, and reservoir pressure PR are used to compute the

reservoir conditions for each shot. The primary shock speed

and initial shock tube pressure are used to calculate the

thermodynamic state of the gas after being processed by the

primary and reflected-shock waves, assuming thermo-

chemical equilibrium. The gas pressure behind the reflected-

shock wave is changed isentropically, assuming chemical-

thermodynamic equilibrium, to the measured reservoir

pressure (PR) to account for the weak expansion or com-

pression waves that are reflected between the contact surface

and the shock tube end. Thermo-chemical calculations are

performed using Cantera (Goodwin 2003) with the Shock

and Detonation Toolbox (Browne et al. 2006). The appro-

priate thermodynamic data are found in the literature (Gor-

don and McBride 1999; McBride et al. 2002).

The steady expansion through the contoured nozzle

(area ratio: 100) from the reservoir to the free-stream is

modeled by the axisymmetric, reacting Navier–Stokes

equations as described in by Candler (2005), Johnson

(2000), and Wagnild (2012). The translational and rota-

tional degrees of freedom are assumed to be in equilibrium.

The vibrational degree of freedom is allowed to deviate

from equilibrium. The boundary layer on the nozzle wall is

assumed to be turbulent and modeled by one equation as in

Spalart and Allmaras (1992) with the Catrisa and Aupoix

(2000) compressibility correction. The grid is generated by

the commercial tool, Gridgen.

4 Results and discussion

A test series using the FLDI measurement technique for a

series of seven shots (conditions in Table 1) was executed

to investigate the noise in the free-stream flow of T5. The

PD 

SD 

Piston 

2R CT ST TS 

Fig. 5 A schematic of T5 with a blown up view of each of the major

sections. SD secondary diaphragm, PD primary diaphragm, TS test

section, ST shock tube, CT compression tube, 2R secondary reservoir

Table 1 Run conditions

Shot (#) PR (MPa) hR (MJ/kg) TR (K) UX (m/s) qX (kg/m3) PX (kPa) Tt/rX (K) TvX (K) MX (-) ReX
Unit (1/m)

2684 46.6 8.0 5,331 3,677 0.059 18.9 1,113 1,116 5.47 4.9E?6

2686 49.5 13.9 7,591 4,629 0.041 24.6 2,014 2,016 5.00 2.9E?6

2687 49.3 15.9 8,141 4,891 0.036 25.0 2,248 2,250 4.94 2.5E?6

2691 41.8 5.5 4,200 3,114 0.071 14.1 683 694 5.93 6.7E?6

2692 42.4 5.3 4,081 3,053 0.075 14.0 646 657 5.98 7.2E?6

2693 49.6 8.6 5,583 3,790 0.059 20.9 1,216 1,218 5.39 4.8E?6

2694 49.9 17.8 8,570 5,118 0.034 25.8 2,451 2,453 4.90 2.3E?6

Shot is the experiment number; PR, hR, and TR are the pressure, mass-specific enthalpy, and temperature of the reservoir, respectively; UX, qX,

and PX are the velocity, density, and pressure in the free-stream, respectively; Tt/rX and TvX are the temperatures associated with the translational/

rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom in the free-stream, respectively; MX and ReX
Unit are the free-stream Mach and unit Reynolds

numbers, respectively
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test matrix was designed to hold the reservoir pressure (PR)

constant while varying the reservoir enthalpy (hR) through

the useful range of conditions in T5.

Seven bandpass-filtered (5 kHz–20 MHz) time traces of

density perturbations (Fig. 6) illustrate that the noise level

is similar through the range of reservoir enthalpy hR, other

than shot 2684, which has a larger RMS than the other

experiments. This is explained by understanding the pro-

cess of running T5. Polyurethane buffers slow the piston to

a stop after the primary diaphragm is ruptured (refer to

Fig. 5), and these buffers were destroyed during the prior

experiment (shot 2683). The destroyed buffers introduced

material to the shock tube which was not completely

removed during the normal cleaning process that is exe-

cuted after each experiment. During the startup process of

shot 2684, this buffer material was introduced to the flow

and registered as large fluctuations by the interferometer.

The spectrum3 of the time traces (Fig. 7) further illus-

trates the similarity for all tests other than shot 2684.

Taylor’s hypothesis is used to convert the frequency f to

wavelength as k = KUX/f = 0.58 UX/f, where the distur-

bance convection velocity factor (K = 0.58) is taken from

Laufer (1964), and UX is the free-stream velocity at the

nozzle exit (Table 1). This allows the data to be presented

in amplitude–wavelength space as in Fig. 8 (dashed lines).

Additionally, the wavelength spectrum is corrected for the

sensitivity of the FLDI technique to wavelength, as dis-

cussed in Sect. 2.2 (Fig. 8, solid lines). There is a clear

separation between shot 2684 and the other shots, and the

spectra for shots other than 2684 collapse within the

uncertainty limits.

Uncertainty in the choice of the streamwise disturbance

convection velocity factor (K) will change the RMS density

perturbations, though the sensitivity to the factor is not high.

For example, decreasing the disturbance convection velocity

factor by 25 % will increase the RMS fluctuations by 7 %

and increasing the factor by 25 % will decrease the RMS

fluctuations by 8 %. The calculated uncertainty in the beam

spacing (350 ± 11 lm) changes the RMS fluctuations by no

more than 3 %.

Further interpretation of the results in Fig. 8 are given in

Table 2. RMS density fluctuations are tabulated at different

bandpass wavelengths for each experiment after the

response coefficient (Eq. 3) has been applied. Shots 2691
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Fig. 6 Filtered time traces of Dq=qL � 100 (filter cutoffs: 5 kHz–

20 MHz). Each trace is offset 6 % along the ordinate and is 500 ls of

the steady test time. Note that shot 2684 has a notably larger

amplitude than the other shots. Run conditions in Table 1.
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Fig. 7 Frequency spectrum of tunnel noise time traces. Legend in

Fig. 6. Run conditions in Table 1. The four RF spikes at 1.3, 1.4, 3.5,

and 6 MHz should be disregarded; these peaks also appear when the

tunnel is not in operation

Fig. 8 Wavelength spectrum of tunnel noise time traces. Legend in

Fig. 6. Run conditions in Table 1. There are two sets of wavelength

spectrum plots of the same data. The lower amplitude data has not

been corrected for the sensitivity of the FLDI technique to wavelength

(dashed lines). The higher amplitude data has been corrected for the

sensitivity of the FLDI technique to wavelength (solid lines). The size

of the error bars was determined by combining the error in Eq. 1 (as

in Sect. 2) and the error from approximating the spectral content of

the signal. The peaks between 2 and 3 mm are RF spikes that are

registered when the tunnel is not in operation, see Fig. 7

3 The data are digitized at 100 MHz. The spectral content of the

single-side amplitude is estimated using the discrete Fourier trans-

form with 50 % overlapping 50 kHz Hann windows.
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and 2692 were performed at the same nominal condition;

the difference in the RMS noise is similar and within

experimental error for each pass band presented. It is

desirable to understand the amplitude of the RMS density

fluctuations at length scales of relevance to slender-body

hypervelocity boundary-layer instability and transition

work being conducted in T5. So, comparing the scaling of

the most amplified wavelength (kA) in the boundary layer

on a 5� half-angle cone, (kA & 2 d& 2–4 mm, Fedorov

(2011)) to the measured frequency content of free-stream

disturbance is a logical step. For wavelengths near the

slender-body hypervelocity boundary-layer instability

(700 lm–10 mm), the RMS tunnel noise is not more than

0.5 % (Table 2).

Examination of the spectral content evolution of fluctua-

tions throughout the test time is important because there are

complex non-steady wave systems in the reservoir of a

reflected-shock tunnel during the starting process and steady

run time. The concern is that weak non-steady waves or

driver gas contamination (Sudani and Hornung 1998) may

manifest themselves during the test time as trends in noise,

i.e., the spectral content will shift because the driver gas

(helium/argon) leaks into the useful test flow. This point is

addressed by constructing a spectrogram4 of the data previ-

ously presented in Fig. 6. An example (Fig. 9) shows con-

tours of 10log10(|PSD|) in time–frequency space. The data

indicate no clear trends in noise throughout the test time. The

other experiments show a similar lack of trend in noise

during the run time of the tunnel.

Evidence of correlation between the tunnel noise and

run conditions is sought using forward and reverse stepwise

regression. The results from shot 2684 are omitted from

this exercise because it is identified as an outlier due to

error in executing the experiment. The parameters cho-

sen to seek correlation with the tunnel noise are PR, hR,

ReX
Unit, MX, and shot number. All data are centered and

then normalized by their standard deviation. The p value to

enter or leave the regression model is 0.1. The forward

selection analysis begins with no parameters in the

regression model, and the reverse selection analysis begins

with all parameters in the regression model. No parameters

are included in the final regression models found by the

forward or reverse selection analysis, which indicates that

the data are consistent with the null hypothesis,5 so no

parameters are found to be strongly correlated with tunnel

noise.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we quantify the noise in the T5 reflected-

shock tunnel. The investigation of reflected-shock tunnel

disturbances is motivated by hypervelocity boundary-layer

instability and transition research. Past work on hypersonic

wind-tunnel noise is briefly reviewed.

We eliminate Pitot pressure measurements and hot-wire

anemometry as noise measurement techniques in high-

enthalpy reflected-shock tunnels on the basis of reasoned

arguments. This motivates the use of the FLDI, which can

quantify high-frequency density perturbations non-intru-

sively. The sensitivity of the FLDI technique to wavelength

is identified, and a simple amplitude correction is

Table 2 Summary of RMS density fluctuations at different bandpass

wavelengths

Cutoff Shot#

Short

(lm)

Long

(mm)

2684 2686 2687 2691 2692 2693 2694

700 100 6.70 2.72 2.78 1.69 1.89 1.57 3.33

700 50 4.78 1.89 1.84 1.21 1.38 1.16 2.09

700 25 2.57 1.17 0.99 0.68 0.81 0.73 1.04

700 10 0.72 0.45 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.36 0.41

Run conditions in Table 1. The quantity rms (q/qL) 9 100 is tabu-

lated for each shot

Fr
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Fig. 9 Spectrogram (contours of power spectral density plotted in

time–frequency space) of shot 2693; this illustrates how the spectral

content of the fluctuations in the free-stream evolve throughout the

test time. It is seen that there are no clear trends in frequency–time

space. Darker shading indicates larger values of power spectral

density (10 log10(|PSD|))

4 A spectrogram is made by estimating the power spectral density

(PSD) of 10 kHz Hann windows with a 50 % overlap using the Welch

method.
5 Stepwise regression is the use of an F statistic to test models with

and without a potential term at each step. If a term is not currently in

the model, the null hypothesis is that the term would have a zero

coefficient if added to the model. If there is sufficient evidence to

reject the null hypothesis, the term is added to the model. Conversely,

if a term is currently in the model, the null hypothesis is that the term

has a zero coefficient. If there is insufficient evidence to reject the null

hypothesis, the term is removed from the model (MathWorks 2013;

Draper and Smith 1998).
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presented.

A series of experiments is conducted in the T5 reflected-

shock tunnel with air as the test gas. The reservoir pressure

is held nearly fixed and the enthalpy is varied over nearly

the entire T5 parameter space; this procedure has the effect

of varying Reynolds number. One experiment (shot 2684)

shows an elevated disturbance level; this is because of

improperly running shot 2683 and not cleaning the shock

tube after the experiment was completed. This run is

identified as an outlier. Forward and reverse stepwise

regression for the remaining experiments results in a linear

regression model consistent with not including

PR, hR, ReX
Unit, MX, and/or shot number (p value 0.1), so we

conclude that no parameters are found to be strongly cor-

related with RMS (5 kHz–20 MHz) density perturbations.

Laufer (1964) found a strong dependence of tunnel noise

on Mach number that was not maintained by the data

presented in this paper; this is likely because of the more

narrow range of conditions in Table 1 as compared to the

conditions reported in Laufer (1964).

Contours of the power spectral density of a sample run

are presented in time–frequency space as a spectrogram.

The data indicate no clear trends in noise throughout the

test time. This addresses the concern that weak non-steady

waves or driver gas contamination (Sudani and Hornung

1998) may manifest themselves during the test time as

trends in noise. Power spectral density estimates of each of

the experiments are found to collapse upon each other

when the streamwise disturbance convection velocity is

used to eliminate the time scale. Furthermore, there is a

strong dependence of the disturbance level on wavelength.

When performing slender-body hypervelocity boundary-

layer instability experiments in the T5 reflected-shock

tunnel, the most strongly amplified wavelength is 2–4 mm.

Per the described data processing routine with the focusing

laser differential interferometer, if the disturbance band of

interest is 700 lm–10 mm, then the tunnel noise is mea-

sured to be 0.5 % within this band.
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